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Abstract: We describe a new method for solving convection dominated diffusion problems. The idea of the method is 
that the standard unstable symmetric (or Bubnov-Galerkin) finite-element discretization can be stabilized by a 
suitable extension of the test space. This results in an overdetermined linear system, to be solved in least squares sense. 
Both QR-factorization and preconditioned conjugate gradients applied to the normal equations are feasible as solution 
method. Although the discretization is derived by a conforming method, the normal equations show resemblance to a 
discretization by the (nonconforming) streamline-upwind/Petrov-Galerkin method. We shall display a number of 
examples and a comparison to SU/PG. 
Keywords: Convection, diffusion. 
1. Introduction 
On a bounded domain a c lR2 with a piecewise smooth boundary r = r,, u TN we study the 
convection-diffusion problem 
-rAu + vT(bu) = f, ugivenonI’nandg=Oonr,, 
where E is a small but positive coefficient. The vector b := (p, q)T is the flow field and we 
assume that the Dirichlet section rr, includes all the inflow boundary (where bTn < 0, n the 
outward normal). In our analysis the Laplace operator A may be replaced by any uniformly 
elliptic operator on 1(2, see Example 1 (Section 4); A is used only for the simplicity of the 
formulae. 
It is well known, that the standard (symmetric) finite-element or finite-difference discretiza- 
tions for such convection-diffusion problems give rise to spurious oscillations and bad results. 
Various remedies have been proposed, e.g., upwinding and Petrov-Gale&in testing, see [l]. In [4] 
we have proposed the stabilized Galerkin method, in which the spurious oscillations are sup- 
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pressed by additional testing against a suitable class of test functions and solving the resulting 
overdetermined system in least squares sense. The aim of this paper is to show, how this idea can 
be exploited efficiently using linear form functions on a triangulation, and how it compares with 
the streamline-upwind/Petrov-Galerkin method as described in [l]. 
2. The stabilized Galerkin method 
Associated to (1.1) is the bilinear form 
where ( -, .) denotes the inner product in L2( J2) and where HE( 0) is the linear subspace of the 
Sobolev space H’(Q) of functions which vanish at the Dirichlet part F, of the boundary. Since 
VU +a ( VT(bU), u) and vu-,(f, u) 
are continuous functionals on the closed subspace vH,(fi) of L2( 0) x L2(L?), operators IIn 
and R, exist, such that 
(VT&), u) = (fl&), vu) and (f, u) = (%f, vu), vu E %(fi), 
where ( . , a) denotes the inner product in L2( a) x L2( a). III, can be recognized as the 
orthogonal projection vGvT onto vHE( 62) c L2( a) x L2( a), where G is the inverse of the 
Laplacian operator with homogeneous boundary condition of Dirichlet and Neumann type on 
F, and I’,, respectively (see [8, Theoreme 5.41). Likewise, R, can be recognized as vG. Hence, 
this weak formulation can be written as the projection method 
L,u:=cvu --II&)= vGf, (2.2) 
where L, is an operator acting from HE( 52) onto vHE( a), the space of gradients of functions in 
H&W, cf. [4, §21. 
Let Si denote a (parametrized) family of finite-dimensional linear subspaces of HE(a). A 
standard finite-element approximation uh E Sk of the solution of (2.2) is determined by the 
equations 
UC(Uh, u”) = (f, Uh), vuh E Sk. (2.3) 
Equivalently, this can be written as a projection method in the form 
nk( CVUh - I&( by*)) = flh,vGf, (2 -4) 
where II: denotes the L2(d2) X L’(O)-orthogonal projection onto the subspace of gradients of 
Sk. A necessary condition for convergence of a projection method is its stability. The finite-ele- 
ment method (2.3) is stable in the sense of Krasnosel’skii et al. [7, p.2021, if 
~~fl~(‘VUh-nE(bUh))~t >T>o, v'UhESh 
II EVUh - IIT,(buh) 11 ’ 
E7 (2.5) 
for all sufficiently small 6 and h. For convergence it is necessary, that the method is stable and 
that the solution space contains a satisfactory approximation. 
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For the finite-element discretization (2.3) using standard polynomial elements on a subdivision 
in rectangles or triangles this criterion is not satisfied, as is well known. Examples show, that fast 
oscillations on the mesh in the direction of the characteristics are projected onto zero by I$, but 
not by 17,. Apparently, II: is not well-matched to IT,, or in other words, Sk is not a good 
space of test functions for such problems. This remark has been made before and incited the 
study of Petrov-Galerkin testing, see, for example, [1,3,5,6]. They propose methods, that change 
the test space by adding exponentials [3,6], higher-order polynomials [5] or discontinuities [l] to 
the test functions. 
In [4] we have proposed to extend the test space Sk to Tk by adding a suitable set of test 
functions such that the stability criterion 
II=%vUh - ITE@uh)) 11 >7> o, 
II CVUh - IIE(bUh) 11 ’ 
vUh E Sh 
E, (2.6) 
is satisfied for all sufficiently small e and h. In practice this means that we have to solve (2.3) for 
uh ranging over the larger space Tk; i.e., we must find uh E Sk that fits best the equation 
uC(uh, u”) = (f, uh), Vuh E T;, (2.7a) 
which, by means of projections, can be written as follows, 
I$( CVUh - IT,(buh)) = II”,vGf. (2.7b) 
If we choose a basis { ur,. . . , us} in Si and extend it to a basis { ur,. . ., u,} in Ti (assuming 
dim($) = s and dim(T2) = t), (2.7) may be written with respect to this basis as the overde- 
termined system of linear equations 
AU=f, Ai,j'=a,(Uj, U;), fizz (f, Ui), i= l,..., t, j=l,...,S, (2.8) 
where u E R” is the vector of coefficients of uh with respect to the given basis in SL. This system 
can be solved in least squares sense, the solution depending on the inner product applied in the 
coefficient space. A natural norm for weighting is inherited from the inner product ( - , - ) in 
L2( In) X L2( 02) using interpretation (2.7b), via the relation 
( VGf 9 VGg) =f TM-b, kfi,j := (VU, > VUj) (2.9) 
between functions f, g E AT: C H-‘( L?) and the vectors f, g of their inner products with 
respect the (nonorthogonal) basis { ur, . . . , q}. This implies that (2.8) should be interpreted as the 
minimization problem 
min (Au-f)TM-l(Au-f), 
UE0zS 
(2.10a) 
with the normal equations 
ATM- ‘Au = ATM- ‘f. (2.10b) 
We note, that the matrix M is the discretization of the Laplace operator in T,$ and that it 
provides a natural scaling: a change in the basis may affect the coefficient vector U, but it does 
not change the least squares solution uh E Sk represented by U. As a drawback, this inner 
product may complicate the solution method. 
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The crucial point in the method is the choice of the extension. If Ti is chosen as a subset of 
H’(O), the method remains conforming. In [9] it has been shown, that the criterion (2.6) is 
satisfied if Tk := Sk with Sk c Sg and k < oh for some u E (0, 1). However, such a choice 
produces a huge weighting matrix M and makes the evaluation of the bilinear form (2.9) very 
expensive. It is more practical to add higher-order polynomials, whose supports are confined to 
single cells of the mesh. By Green’s theorem each element of the extension is ( . , .)-orthogonal 
to all elements of SL. This implies that the part of the matrix M due to the extension is diagonal. 
We shall show that such a choice works quite well, although the proof in the two-dimensional 
case remains an open question. 
3. Discretizations using linear elements 
Let D be a rectangle (or more general a quadrilateral) and triangularize it as follows. On the 
East and West boundaries choose m mesh points and n points on the North and South 
boundaries. Connecting opposite points, we obtain a subdivision in rectangles (or quadrilaterals). 
Those small quadrilaterals are subdivided into two triangles by the diagonal that fits best to the 
local direction of the flow field b, see Fig. 1. For Sk we choose the space of linear functions on 
those triangles and in it we choose a nodal basis { q!+ 1 i = 1,. . . , s } of finite elements. For the 
extension we choose the local cubic polynomials 
$,(x, y):=AIA,X,, i=s+l,..., t, (3 4 
where A,, A, and X, are the barycentric coordinates on the triangle, cf. [2, Eq. (2.2.6)]. This 
choice implies the orthogonality of the gradients of test functions in Sk with respect to those of 
the extension, such that the weighting matrix M in (2.9) splits into diagonal blocks with diagonal 
part M,, 
M= 
and such that the normal equations (2.10b) simplify to 
(3.2) 
As an example, let us consider a typical patch in the mesh of Fig. 1, where the diagonals are 
directed SW-NE, where the mesh spacings in x- and y-direction are equal, and where p and 4 
Fig. 1. Example of the flow field and mesh on a rectangular domain. 
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are constant. In the extended equations we then find the triangular difference stencils (modulo a 
constant factor divided by the mesh size) 
4-P P and 4 
-4 * -P P-4 
which contribute to the normal equations the rhombic stencil 
dP - 4) -P4 
PkP) P2+q2+(P-d2 Ph-PI 
-P4 dP-4) 
This is a finite-difference stencil for a second derivative in the direction ( p, q), which should be 
used if ( p, q) is pointing in SW- or NE-direction (if pq 2 0). If pq < 0, this stencil has weights of 
constant sign in SW-NE-direction and may generate spurious crosswind oscillations. If for 
example p = -4, it maps to zero the (crosswind) oscillation pattern 
1 0 -1 0 1 0 -1 * 
0 1 o-1 0 10. 
* -1 0 1 0 -1 0 1 * 
0 -1 0 1 0 -1 0 - 
and such oscillations may show up in the solution as spurious crosswind oscillations. If the 
diagonals are oriented in the direction of the flow, this stencil provides a diffusion in the flow 
direction and it suppresses oscillatory components in the transversal direction. Thus we obtain a 
satisfactory discretization in a much more natural way than in the case of bilinear elements, 
where more or less artificial lumping has to be done, cf. [4, §3b]. The diffusion in the direction of 
the flow resembles the upwinding term in the streamline-upwinding/Petrov-Galerkin method, 
cf. [l], which likewise provides a diffusion in the direction of the flow. However, the latter is 
derived using nonconforming elements and is added to the standard equations, while in our 
method it is derived using conforming elements and is added to the normal equations. 
As we have stated in [4, 53~1, the solution process for the system (3.2) is still quite complex, 
since ML1 is not sparse. However, replacing MS by its main diagonal M, we obtain a 
considerable simplification, which only affects the standard part of the equations (due to testing 
with Sk), and which retains the scaling effect of the original weighting matrix M: a resealing of 
the basis elements may affect the coefficient vector U, but it does not change the least squares 
solution uh E Sk represented by U. 
The simplified least squares solution u can be solved either from the normal equations 
(@4,54, + &4&)x = &M,‘f, + A;M-rf E ET (3.3) 
by a preconditioned conjugate gradient method, as described in [4, §3e], or by a sparse 
QR-factorization of the system 
(3.4) 
using Givens rotations. The latter method is easily implemented as follows: 
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Each node in the mesh provides a standard test function and hence an equation in the 
standard part M, -1/2As = M,1/2f,. Choose a suitable ordering of the nodes for an efficient 
sparse QR-factorization of this part by Givens rotations. On each triangle in the mesh lives an 
extended test function, which produces an equation in the extended part ME1/2AE = M,1/2f,. 
Merge each extended equation into the ordering of the standard part just before the first 
standard equation having a node in common with the extended one. Since the standard 
equation connects at least the same nodes as the extended one does, this procedure does not 
increase fill-in. The rotations need not be stored as they are applied to the right-hand side 
directly. 
For the upper triangular factor the QR-factorization requires as much memory space as a 
(sparse) Choleski solver does for the normal equations. The preconditioned conjugate gradient 
method is less demanding in memory requirements than the QR-factorization is, however 
convergence may be a problem for it. 
4. Examples 
In this section we give some examples of the application of the stabilized Galerkin method 
using a triangulation of the domain as described in Section 3. In the first and second example we 
show its performance on problems with anisotropic diffusion and an irregular or nonrectangular 
mesh. In the third example we compare it with a solution obtained by the streamline- 
upwind/Petrov-Gale&in method. We solved the overdetermined linear system by QR-factoriza- 
tion. In all cases the residual norm was about two percent of the norm of the right-hand side. 
Computations have been performed on CDC CYBERS 855 and 990, on which floating-point 
reals carry a mantissa of (at least) 48 bits. 
Example 1. On the unit square 1(2 := [0, 11 X [0, 11 we consider the problem with nonisotropic 
diffusion, 
--EVT ( 1+x+y X-Y X-Y 3-x-y i VU + cos($)$ + sin(+)% = 1, u],,=O, (4.1) 
in which the constant flow field makes an angle + with the x-axis, with $I = &I or + = in. The 
solution satisfies a homogeneous boundary condition all around the domain. So it has boundary 
layers at the right-hand and upper parts of the boundary. The mesh is chosen as in Fig. 1 with 20 
internal mesh lines in both directions. In order to satisfy the requirement that Sk should contain 
a reasonable approximation of the solution, the mesh is refined in the boundary layer. This 
refinement consists of five steps, the first one having width +E and the following ones having 
their width doubled with respect to the previous one. The remaining steps have a width varying 
randomly between ih and :h (such that their sum adds up to 1). 
In Fig. 2 we display perspective plots of the solution of (4.1) for e = 10e5 and $I = $rr (right) 
or + = &rr (left). The asymptotic solution has a constant slope along the lines y = x tan( +) + 
constant and a fold along the line y = x tan( +) emanating from the corner (0, 0). This is nicely 
reflected in the numerical approximation, which is not disturbed by the irregular mesh or the 
anisotropic diffusion. 
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Fig. 2. Solution of problem (4.1) for c =10-j and C#I =&r (right) or I#J = &n (left). The solutions are viewed from the 
point (500, - 1000, 1000) in the plane through the origin, making invisible the boundary layer at the line y = 1. 
Example 2. On a trapezoidal (nonrectangular) domain, bounded by the lines x = 0, Y = 0, x = 1 
and Y = 1+ x we consider the problem 
-rdu+(l-x2)(1-Y)g +x(~-(I-Y)~)~ =O, 
(4.2) 
u(0, y) = 0, u(x, 0) = 1, u(1, Y) = 1, 
with homogeneous Neumann conditions at the outflow boundary Y = 1 + x. The flow is derived 
from the stream function +(l - x2)(4 - (1 -Y)2). The streamlines (Fig. 3, left) enter the domain 
at the left-hand and lower boundaries and exit at the line Y = 1 + x. The right-hand boundary is 
characteristic (a streamline). Moreover, at the point (0, 0) the flow is tangent to the boundary. 
The form of the mesh is shown in Fig. 3 (right). It has a refinement (in Y-direction) in the 
neighbourhood of the point of tangency (0, 0). The actual mesh contained 30 x 30 nodes. The 
level curves of the solution are plotted in Fig. 3 (middle). 
Example 3. On the unit square Sz := [0, l] X [0, l] we consider the problem 
-tdu+ug+(l-x)*=0, 
3Y 
U(0, y)=o, 24(x,0)= (4.3) 
,f’ 
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Fig. 3. Form of the mesh (right), streamlines (left) and level curves (middle) of the solution of problem (4.2) for 
E = 10-6. The levels 0.05, 0.35, 0.65 and 0.95 are plotted alternatively as continuous and dotted lines. 
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B-H SG3 
Fig. 4. Solution of problem (4.3) for e =10e6 computed by Stabilized Galerkin (SG3, right) and streamline- 
upwind/Petrov-Gale&in (B-H, left). The solutions are viewed from the point (1000,1000, 500) in the plane through 
the origin, putting the outflow boundaries in front. 
with homogeneous Neumann conditions at the outflow boundaries x = 1 and y = 1. The 
streamlines are concentric circles around the corner point (1, 0). For small E the solution is 
(almost) constant along these lines and a jump at the inflow boundary should be transported to 
the outflow boundary nearly undistorted. In Fig. 4 we compare the solutions computed on an 
equidistant 30 X 30-mesh by the stabilized Gale&in method (right), implemented as described in 
Section 3, and by the streamline-upwind/Petrov-Galerkin method (left), as described in [l]. 
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